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Abstract. Dermatology is an increasingly growing specialty with several subspecialties that frequently overlap with other disciplines. Dedication to specific areas varies widely between countries, even within the European Union. The lack of uniform criteria that regulate the practice of dermatology and its subspecialties has a negative impact on the distribution of resources. Consequently, this may impair adequate patient care as access to dermatologists, who are the best trained physicians to recognize and treat skin disorders, may be delayed or unavailable. Not uncommonly, especially in the hospital setting, many specialists are consulted for a skin condition before a referral is made to a dermatologist. In this article, through a case series from daily practice, we illustrate the need for dermatologists to be recognized as the most suitable specialists to diagnose and treat skin diseases. A prompt referral is probably more cost-effective than any other measure, reducing patient morbidity and, in some instances, it can also be life-saving. Another issue that merits consideration is the reimbursement of selected, non-medicated pharmaceuticals, that are medically indicated for some patients with serious dermatological disorders.
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Introduction

There is no uniformity in the way dermatology is practised in the different nations of the world. This also applies to countries in the European Union (EU). For example, surgical dermatology and phlebology are important subspecialties in daily practice in many countries; while in other nations specialists from plastic and vascular surgery have
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difficulty accepting dermatologists to act in these areas. Venereology is a distinct specialty in the United Kingdom (UK: genitourinary medicine), while it is part of dermatology in most other EU countries, sometimes even including HIV and AIDS diagnosis and treatment.

Metastatic melanoma treatment is practised by dermatologists in only a few nations including in-patient hospitalization; in most it is in the hands of internal medicine. Cosmetic dermatology, a borderline but financially very profitable subspecialty, used to be a major issue of interest in the United States of America (USA). It is now also rising in many EU countries, especially in France and Italy.

Organizations such as the European Dermatology Forum (EDF), the European Academy of Dermatology and Venereology (EADV), and the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS) try to introduce more uniformity in Europe. The main difficulty here is finding a balance between health care economy, allocation of resources, and national interests which prohibit consistent distribution of funds. Lack of uniformity here leads to delay in development of diagnostic and treatment guidelines in disputed areas of the specialties.

Within the EU, the ratio of dermatologists to the population is varying widely. In some countries, there is a relative surplus of dermatologists. Patients can directly consult us within a few days, while in other nations, dermatologists are sparse, and consulting them is only allowed when the general practitioner/family doctor is referring them. And then it can still take up to a year before a dermatologist can actually be seen, depending on indication. For instance, a patient with a leg ulcer may have to wait that long before a specialist is able to see and treat such a patient.

A common characteristic of dermatology as a specialty is that it is generally and often deeply underestimated as an important factor in the quality of care. Health authorities (government, hospital boards, and insurers) are to blame, but the medical specialists themselves perhaps every now and then as well. In this contribution, using cases from daily practice, it is exemplified where health authorities fail, or where other doctors do not succeed by hesitating to consult us, or where we as dermatologists fail to provide sufficient dermatological care. We come to a set of conclusions which contain recommendations for the future reorganization and anchoring of dermatology in the field of medicine.

A woman with Extreme skin Ulceration after Caesarean Section

Case

In a large academic hospital, a 31-year-old patient without significant medical history had to undergo caesarean section to give birth to her child. The incision did not heal normally and after 5 days it was decided to re-excise it, suspecting it to be necrotizing fasciitis. Ulcerations along the new margins continued to extend. Systemic therapy with sophisticated antibiotics did not result in remission of the skin disease. Ulcers grew up to more than 10 cm at both sides of the original iatrogenic lesion of the skin. The lower part of her belly had in fact become one large ulcer (fig. 1A). Many specialties were consulted (general surgery, plastic surgery, internal medicine, haematology, bacteriology, tropical medicine, wound care nurses). Only after 21 days, a dermatologist was consulted. He noticed the purple colour of the ulcer borders, its undermined and irregular aspect, and made a clinical diagnosis of pyoderma gangrenosum. This ill-understood dermatological entity may be provoked by skin injury, a phenomenon known as ‘pathergy’. Treatment was initiated with prednisone, an old and cheap drug. A remission was seen within several days with complete healing in 8 weeks (fig. 1B). Further investigations did not reveal gastrointestinal disease, which may often be associated with pyoderma gangrenosum.

Figure 1. Pyoderma gangrenosum before (A) and after (B) treatment with oral corticosteroids. Before treatment, the ulcers have undermined, irregular, typically purple margins.

A woman with Extreme skin Ulceration after Caesarean Section
Comment

This is a case of “referral delay”, probably caused by the relative invisibility of dermatology in a large hospital. Dedicated specialists in dermatology lose motivation in many (but not all) hospitals, all over the world, and certainly in Europe, due to the lack of needed facilities that are denied by hospital directors. They are marginalized by continuous reallocation of resources, making it unattractive to seek a career in larger hospitals. As a result, dermatologists are forced to go into private practice and into private clinics, dismembering themselves from the medical mainstream, and, at the same time, withholding hospitalized or hospital outpatients from their knowledge.

Implications

Governments, insurance providers and hospital directors are responsible for maintaining a minimal level of expertise, also in dermatological services. Ignoring that first of all, this harms patients, their families and relatives, as exemplified here. In the end, health care regulators will prove to be wrong when they marginalize dermatology from their range of attention. At the same time, specialists in our field harm medicine by escaping into private practice and ignoring the real need of day-to-day dermatology in hospital in- and outpatient practice.

An Athlete with Itchy Skin Lesions

Case

A 28-year-old man highly ranked as a soccer player had developed, within a few weeks, seriously itching lesions distributed over the skin. The physician attached to his club gave a mixture of topical antibiotics, antifungals, and glucocorticoids. That was of no use and a strong topical glucocorticoid in combination with systemic antifungals and antibiotics was tried. Oral antihistamines and oral corticosteroids were also prescribed, all with no effect. In the meantime, he had missed several important matches as he could not play for a period of at least 8 weeks, and the club was harmed by that.

A dermatologist was consulted, who immediately recognized the typical distribution of excoriated and lichenified lesions as being diagnostic of dermatitis herpetiformis, with excoriated lesions on the shoulders, elbows, lower back, and knees (fig. 2). The diagnosis was confirmed by immunohistopathology. Diaminodiphenylsulfone (DDS, an old and cheap drug) 100 mg twice daily was prescribed, with immediate relief in a couple of days. A gluten free diet could diminish the need for DDS to 50 mg every other day during the follow-up period of several months. There were no signs of gluten-sensitive enteropathy, which may be seen in cases of dermatitis herpetiformis, and vice versa.

Comment

Dermatitis herpetiformis is a relatively rare skin disease. It is very unusual that non-dermatologists recognize the entity. The excoriated, minimally inflammatory lesions are often taken for ‘eczema’, ‘mycosis’, or skin infection, which is often as far as the differential diagnosis by non-dermatologists in erythematous and itchy skin conditions goes. It is evident that the quality of care initially provided here was below standard due to the lack of recognition which is, by definition, only in the hands of those that specialize in...
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It was recognized as discomforting but not serious by the general practitioner/family physician, but a referral did take place on the patient’s family initiative.

Palmoplantar hyperkeratosis can be a genetic disorder, but in this patient it was only present for some months. Attempts of his general practitioner to soften the skin with keratolytic ointments and emollients were unsuccessful. In rare cases, the hyperkeratotic disorder can be associated with underlying malignancies. Further examination revealed that the patient had difficulties in swallowing, which was caused by a laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma. His life could be saved by extensive surgery.

Comment

Paraneoplastic skin diseases are extremely rare. The diagnosis can only be made by specialists that are aware that these entities exist. Early recognition of severe diseases such as malignancies or internal diseases on the basis of skin symptoms may considerably contribute to a patient’s chance of survival. Although there was little ‘referral delay’ here, postponement of dermatological consultation might have resulted in inoperability of the tumor.

Implications

Patients with skin diseases, even seemingly harmless, should be evaluated at least once by a dermatologist, to make sure that the correct diagnosis is made.

Dermatology as a Specialty

There is consensus, within the global medical community, that only physicians dedicated to skin diseases will be able to discern the many entities that are out there. But that consensus is not translated in a sufficient number of dermatologists in all countries, and also not into an adequate infrastructure for them to practice their specialty in a hospital environment.

Estimations as to the number of different clinical entities in dermatology vary but at least 1,800 seem to be a reasonable estimate based on our own outpatient list. That is huge and only manageable by individuals making a life career in recognizing, diagnosing, handling, and treating them. Not to mention that each of these many different skin diseases behave differently in each individual affected by one of them. Dermatological disorders can be extremely complex and cannot be handled by those who do not concentrate on them.

Also, for ‘simple’ dermatological problems, like discerning a benign nevus from a melanoma, the trained derma-

A Patient with Thickened Plantar Skin

A 66-year-old male was referred to the dermatologist for therapy resistant hyperkeratosis of the plantar skin (fig. 3).
Health authorities, insurers, and hospital directors should be aware of the unique quality of dermatologists as being the only medical specialists able to recognize, diagnose and treat the approximately 1800 different clinical entities of the specialty.

2. In order to maintain a sufficient level of dermatological expertise, the number of dermatologists in any country should ideally be approximately 1 full-timer for every 50,000 inhabitants.

3. There should be more uniformity in the way dermatology is practiced, especially with regard to subspecialties such as surgical dermatology, phlebology, cosmetology, complex oncology and venereology. Attempts to reach that goal by the EDF, EADV and UEMS should be supported, because it allows the development of international guidelines.

4. “Delay of referral” to dermatologists is one of the most common negative factors in the quality of care in the general practice of medicine. Dermatology should have a firm basis in any general hospital, allowing adequate consultation by general practitioners and by other specialists, within a reasonable time frame.

5. A negative impulse to dermatological care is that skin care products, logically not reimbursed for healthy people, are also not reimbursed for dermatological patients, impairing their care and increasing costs for specific treatments.

6. Authorities should enable and maintain the necessary facilities for teams of dermatologists to practice dermatology with most of its subspecialties in general hospitals. Smaller subspecialties, for example Mohs micrographic surgery and in-patient treatment, should be enabled and distributed regionally.

7. Dermatology should have a firm basis in all academic medical hospitals, allowing the specialty to further develop scientifically, simultaneously providing the infrastructure for student education and training of new generations of specialists.
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Conclusions

1. Health authorities, insurers, and hospital directors should be aware of the unique quality of dermatologists as being the only medical specialists able to recognize, diagnose and treat the approximately 20% of all their referrals. Good dermatological care should be available without delay. Quick referral and immediate and appropriate action is better for the patient and probably more cost-effective than trying several treatments without a clear diagnosis.

Finally, it is interesting to mention that keratolytic ointments, and other so-called skin maintenance treatments including emollients, bathing oils, and medicated shampoos are no longer part of insurance in many countries. That might be reasonable in otherwise skin-healthy individuals but is discriminating in patients having serious dermatological diseases. It is comparable to issues such as reimbursement of benzodiazepines in sleeping problems and anticonceptives to prevent pregnancy. Rigorous measures excluding all from reimbursement is probably more harmful and less cost-effective as compared to selective reimbursement. Patients with serious dermatological diseases should be reimbursed for their needed use of skin maintenance non-medicated pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Another obvious example is patients suffering from photosensitivity. There are many photosensitive disorders including porphyrias and ill-defined diseases such as polymorphic skin disease and lupus erythematosus, in which sun blockers are indicated and they should be reimbursed.